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Charlie looked at Zayne and found that this guy’s mouth was bulging and his entire face was deformed.
Suddenly he was a little surprised and couldn’t help but ask Hunter (Hamid), “Brother, what’s the
matter?”

Hunter (Hamid) glanced at Zayne and said with a smile: “Hum, this guy is so annoying that he is so
annoyed that I will gag him first.”

After finishing speaking, he squeezed Zayne’s cheek again, and forcibly pulled the beret out of his
mouth.

Zayne desperately rubbed his cheeks in pain, while Hunter (Hamid) shook his wrinkled beret in his
hand and slapped it on his leg a few times.

After unfolding the hat, he directly put it on his head and adjusted the position left and right. Then he
took Charlie’s shoulders and said enthusiastically: “Go! Brother ! Go to my office for a cup of coffee,
let’s have a good time. Chat!”

Charlie looked at the beret on his head, then looked at Zayne with a painful expression, smiled
helplessly, and then asked him: “How is the situation these past two days? Has Wanlong Palace come
to trouble you again? ?”

“No.” Hunter (Hamid) said: “The news that our scouts have received is that they are constantly
shrinking the encirclement, but I think they have no plans to do anything in a short period of time.
They must be scared by me.”

As he said, Hunter (Hamid) gave a thumbs up and said with great gratitude: “My brother, this time I
really have a great blessing to you. If you hadn’t given me guidance on all this and prepared me for a
protracted battle, I might I have been killed by the gang of dogs in the Wanlong Temple!

Just because I listened to your instructions, I killed them in two battles. They totaled three to four
thousand people. I lost not even a hundred people. This glorious record is unprecedented. .”

When Zayne heard this, his whole person was even more stunned, and he couldn’t even care about the
severe pain of his cheeks.

He secretly said in astonishment, “F*ck! The strategy and tactics that Hunter (Hamid) played was
originally the idea that Charlie gave him! I said, why is his style of play so familiar? Our great ancestors
learned it!”

“Charlie is really a god. He can remotely command Hunter (Hamid), a small warlord who is not
influential, and fought two battles with extremely disparity in strength and amazing results. Is this a
damn human being?”

“For Charlie, the flowery intestines, in the future, I really want to fight the Banks family in front of the
gong and the drum. What will the banks family use to fight him?”



“Furthermore, Charlie is too strong to understand. Master hatt’s so-called master, it is estimated that
he may not even be able to hold a slap in front of him, not to mention that he has Hunter (Hamid), a
licking dog. This licking dog now has almost 10,000 soldiers in his hands, and it is already considered a
great hero in Syria!”

At this time, Hunter (Hamid) enthusiastically grabbed Charlie and walked down the mountain, Zayne
could only follow the two.

When he was approaching Hunter (Hamid)’s office, Hunter (Hamid) glanced back at him and sternly
shouted: “What are you doing with you? Go back to your own tunnel!”

Zayne had no choice but to flatterly said: “Good Commander Hunter (Hamid), I will go back now!”

Hunter (Hamid) turned his head and said to Charlie: “Don’t worry, old man, now he dare not go
anywhere except his tunnel, absolutely can’t run away.”

Charlie laughed dumbly and nodded gently.

Zayne did not dare to go anywhere else.

Hunter (Hamid) used to be afraid of him running away, but since the start of the war, Hunter (Hamid)
doesn’t worry about this anymore, because if Zayne really dared to escape, he might have been a
sniper hidden in the dark before he ran a few kilometers. Killed with one shot.
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